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Know Your Feet!
Success and Sound Health

Depend in Great Measure
Good, Sturdy Feet, Says Dr. Copelandy So
Get Acquainted With Them

on

By ROYAL S. COPELAND, M. D.
United States Senator from New York.
Former Commissioner of Health, .Veto York City.
IS OF tremendous importance to the general welfare of the body
that we have well-developed, sound feet. Yet civilized man has
not done very well for hia feet.
It is fortunate for us that no
sthcr part of the body b so long suffering as these useful members.
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go up and down the earth, carrying all the weight
of the body?
These feet of ours are hard
workers.

Have

►comfort and
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Q.—What Is the
reason
for
my craving
uncooked
crushed oats?
Is this injurious and
If so In whst way?
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mit its owner to walk, run and Jump
with ease and grace.
The construction of the foot Is on
the plan of a double arch.
One arch
runs the length of the foot, while the
other arch runs across It.
These
arches give spring te our motions.
They absorb the shock as the foot

strikes

so

that

It

Is

imperative
that feet and stockings are kept clean
and shoes changed often. After bathing the feet can breathe again.
In walking, do you swing along
easily and gracefully—toes straight
ahead?
Many people do not. The
American Indian is a splendid specimen of physical beauty as he runs
swiftly along, toes strafght ahead. In
the direction he is moving. We may
take a lesson from him. That is the
correct way to stand or walk or

per-

the

Underneath
ground.
these arches are the protected nerve*
and blood vessels.
Proper care of the feet la a matter of intelligence.
There Is the
necessity, first of all. of cleanliness.
Wastes and impurities of the body
pass In the form of perspiration from
the feet and the oil glands pour out

run.

Flat

feet

and

arches are
with the toes

weak

prevented by walking

pointed straight ahead. In case you
have been wearing too high heels for
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A.—She should weigh about 15S
pounds.
2—This msy be due to a kidney
or heart condition.
Have a careful
examination, including a urinalysis
and follow your doctor's advice as to
treatment.
0»pmxM. 1910. Smrtttpr F«*Uir» Same*. 1m
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KFl A:
\\ ell, judging Dy your dark blue ribbon
beret, you see to be all tied
I really ought to give you this blue and white ribbon
up in ribbon.
handbag.
JO: Well, it might help to stifle my
envy of your tan novelty hair braid hat,
*ith its smart turban lines.
First time I’ve seen hair braid embroidered in blue
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The Stars Say—

PATIENTLY
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approve,

however,

of

beginning a massage
is to enable the
fingers to slip easily over the skin
so that the delicate tissues are not
the
skin
bruised
nor
itself,
routine.

This

stretched.
Four movements for massaging
or exercising the temporal muscle

General rules for
these: never come
back over the direction of the massage, keeping all movement in an
When
your
upward direction.
lift
destination,
their
reach
fingers
them from the skin and go back
to the starting point.
The first of the four baste
movements for exercising the temporal muscle Is called the A to
B movement. The tips of the fingers are placed lightly, but firmly
are

sufficient.

massage

are

at the corners of the mouth ami
worked up to the lobes of the ears.
The second movement is the C
to D and this one begins at the
nostrils and works up to the

j

The Bulges Lived in Inltwel'
<
month, making as much
I
re
At
this
time
they
possible
even more than usual ar 1 *ue wonder of it is that they don't burst.
You see how dangerous it is to leave
Ik*
gum sticking onto furniture.
You yourcareful never to do it.
self won’t hear their noisy chewing
but your shadow'—how it will bother
And a
it ar.d keep it up at night'
tired, sleepy shadow Is n » good whit*
It cannot keep up with you
ever.
til
as you wait:, but will he behind i
What can be more dr ;uiit is lost

for

a

as

ful than a lost shadow? Nothing
The Bulges that the shadow-* hlldren
met, were four In numler.
They were neither he s nor she -* but
simply It's. Their names were Ill-leg.
Mileg, Dofe and Knorker As to the
meaning of these names no one could
tell except the Bulges themselves,
and they were not the telling sort.
But I have looked them up in a fc ifi«
directory of names which 1 always
keep under lock and key In mv d sk.
and I find that Hide-? means hot.
Mileg means cold, Dofe means silly,
and Knorker means merry, though
whether these. *e their true mean!<• t»
ni.gs or not. I have been unnl
find out.
aril
The way MtJ. Klor. Ilur. 1
*
and Knarf happened to mu
n
.11
a
Is
story
Bulges
it
exceedingly long
It takes six months
It can tie shortened *
that th-- shitd* ws I

Ilf lo r

is ins mini action,

1 the tips of the finge rs
of th»* eyebrow- ard
1

rmrr

at the end
work them

well up into the hair.
The fourth and last movement
is ti to H and in thh the fingers
are placed at the beginning of thn
brows and worked up to well pa.-t
the hairline.
Each direction should be folJowed approximately ten times and
‘the entire routine got.? thro::;;!:
i once each day.
---

Some Odd Facts
Eton College has been ertab'iche 1
;

nearly five hundred years.
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A British built oil-electric locomotive has just created a world's r*»cor l
non-stop run of *00 miles In South

America, on the Buenos Aires fJreat
Southern Railway.
*

*

*

and loud-speaker
used in a court room in
\ America, so that Jurors can hear the
testimony of witnesses more plainly.
The microphone faces the witness
box. and the loud-speaker is directed
i towards the Jury.
A
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The world is a lx king g a s.
rtnd gives back to every man
the reflection of his own face
Frown at it and it will turn and
look sourly upon you; laugh at
it and with it, and it is a jollykind companion,

—Thackeray.
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do not

throat before

I'VE

Dear

uisposmon

which frelengthy
is
inaugurated into masquently
This I believe is
sage treatments.
be
to
tends
and
unnecessary
ntVr more harmful than beneficial.
A liberal application of cream
should be applied to the face and
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The temporal muscle is a large
muscle that begins at the top of
the head, spreading fan-shaped
from the center of the forehead
At this point it
to the temples.
and then spreads out
narrows
again forming the major muscular
development of the cheeks. Therefore this muscle is largely responsible for the contour of the face.
When the temporal muscle becomes sluggish from inactivity we
It is poshave lines and sagging
sible to stir that muscle into its
normal activity by masage, thus
stimulating circulation and invigorating the tired, sluggish muscle
structure of the face.
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Advice to Girls

anil

incorrectly.

PROBABLY

n r--

of

muscles

enough to find a piece of gum stuck
onto the back of a chair, or against
the wall, they will chew It ateadlly

and so let all the muscles in the
face droop. With constant relaxation of this kind the muscles become lazy, just as the abdominal
muscles do when we sit and stand

Home-Making Helps

Collapsible Furniture

THE

arms

With those muscles that are
found in the face this reaction is
frequently caused because we^ire

wool,

j

Because

incorrect posture,

we, by our
lieve these

! in such

slogan,

suits.

good.

and legs and eyes
and noses, and %d that, of course.
They even have little stumpy tall*
which they swish about when they

They have

tended work they become relaxed
and lazy. We alone are to blame

DLNTLEY

"Join the navy" Is a new fashion
but those well-dressed women
who are taking it up are more interested in the color than in the Seven
Seas.
The effect is being seen in
sartor leal realms with navy blue distinguishing many of the advance displays of Spring coats, dresses and

nius-

muscles

the abdominal
are thrown out of line.

| therefore

on

your

out

blow—and

| cleg Arm and taut. Thousands of
women
have corrected sagging
arm muscles and
sagging abdomi- are angry like a cat. Sometimes,
nal muscles by sticking to a prop- when they wish to be particularly
erly constructed exercise routine. emphatic, they pound their tails on
If this is true, and we know that it the ground. Just a* some people
Their ears are
is, then what is more logical than pound their fists can be moved in long
any
and
that sagging face muscles can be and slenderor
easily put Into places
direction,
made firm and healthful again by
like keyholes, cracks In doors and
proper exercise?
the like.
Most muscles sag, whether it be
They never do a stitch of work
! those of the face or in other parts ( from morning till night. In fact,
of the body, because they become, they never do anything but grind
lazy. We sit and stand improperly. their teeth. If they are fortunate

ankles?

Seen

puff

good

that is sure to scatter them for
l

•

into conversation

to enter

with them, but to
cheeks and give a
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trouble at

They spend a good pari
riding around on motes

do. la not

my answer.

and morning.

Harry
Mysterious Express Package

{

of

kind
comes
up, rev e r t to common

no

of their
of dust
In order to watch other people e busiIf you look carefully In the
ness.
sunlight some day you may see them
My advice to you if you
doing this.
all.
tlma

this

Helpful Hints
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ing around with almost
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meeting.
The
Bulges were queer twings.
They lived mostly In coal scuttles and
old match hoses, although occasionally. when they wanted to meet i<mv
(winy, they arranged to he In an
empty inkwell, or an ashtray or
some other such
place which wa#
none too comfortable or clean for
others, but which they 'bought the
finest places In the world
They weren't built like most creaThe most Important
tures either.
part of them whs their bulge, from
This
which they got their name.
bulge made them appear fat and
puffy. Ilka balloons, which they were
In a way. for they could go float-

as

usual, when

•
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The tuxedo Jacket is extending its
#
compliments to the ladies. No longer
Is this type of coat confining itself
to male forinalites, but Instead it Is
too.
taking a sporting interest in femiAs a third |>art of three;
ninity.
--By Adrlr ^arrimnpiece ensembles it is found to be reRears Its Head as
Underwood Declines to taining many of the qualifications offered to the men's "tux.”
These
the
Sent to Lillian.
Jackets are usually shown with the
one-button closing :n link effect, while
ELEANOR ROSS
much did Harry Under-*• the raw.
He threw up hie head. the lower
edge is rounded at the
wood know of the chapter In Jerked out an explosive. “No!
I'll front. Notched, squared lapels or a
in the median room- ►parties can nave
enough of the col-< •can be folded over curved legs and
Lillian's life which had be-stopped short and made her slendar roll collar are displayed with
of the future, only half of the iapsible chairs
stowed away In the shoved In a corner, flat
against a
Robert Savarin for its head- a most courtly bow.
furniture wtll be visible most hall close: to take
about equal emphasis These Jackets
care of a goodly
wall.
Another of this type has a
"My dear." he said, and only one in such
ing? This was the query which ran
of
the
time.
For
what
with
number.
sports fabrics as rough lacy
No. these aren’t the "fold- beautiful print painted on its
top.
like an undercurrent through the who knew* him intimately could de- tweeds, men's suitings,
pastel Jerseys the growing tendency to live In ing chairs" of the Victorian period and is so made that vvhen not used
come
the
had
tect
and
which
reined-in
in
thronging
memories
anger
irony
linen or pique are polite but deter- apartments rather than houses—and associated
with
solemn
occasions as a table it can be folded into an
the
famous hia voice—"I am sura you would i
as
I
read
me
upon
the gradual contraction of space In only
mined rivals of the cardigan.
Several
manufacturers are upright position, and placed before
artist's name upon the express re- much prefer having such imperaonal
is
no
suffithere
longer
apartments,
•
•
•
producing quite handsome chairs, of the fireplace, making a most attracceipt as the shipper of the wooden companionship as Jims when this
cient area for all the massive pieces mahogany or stained
metal, very tive screen.
Mushrooms
A new kind of butler's
are a delectable Spring
box to Lillian.
indisbe considered
interesting box is opened.
With
to
used
that
comfortable, with arms and spacious tray conies with legs that f .ld
That h** kn»w enough to cherish a your kind permission I'll send him millinery offering. Models following pensable.
neatly
seats, so that there's
that type of brim are recommended
nothing make- under the top and quite disappear
in to you at once."
most lively Jealousy of the artist 1
Yet. though we may not have shift about
them
when
set
up. It can be used as a hand tray to
was sure, for I had once seen his
He bent from the waist in another for order by the most fastidious space to accommodate a nine-foot
Nevertheless, they fold up flat as a serve ices, sandwiches, cocktails, etc.,
contorted face when he spoke of bow «traightene4 himself, wheeled designers. The soft straws that are table, there may be times when we card-table, and
half a dozen can be or
equipped with full tea or after
Marion's affection for Savarin as with a touch of military precision coming In from foreign ports with need one. Not to mention the many stowed
In a little extra space dinner coffee service. It can be caraway
such
names
as
a
and
Intriguing
w:th
her
aversion
to
panam&lcontrasted
hlmstalked out of the door.
tables
that are absolutely la a hall closet.
From
small
ried into the living room, the legs
eolf. That aversion was now happily the corner of my eye I saw Lillian *aque, Porte Bonheur. picot luciole. essential—for tea. or bridge, or Just
As for collapsible tables, these are
straightened out beneath, and behold,
transformed Into genuine liking, but stretch out her hand to him and then are adaptable to these rounded or as occasional tables near chairs and now made in all
sorts of attractive it s a regulation small table.
1 was sure even that welcome knowl- I draw it b%-k so quickly that I knew curved brims. The model that has settees. Can we own such furniture
and
shapes
A
designs.
Another unusual tr«,v suitable for
specially
edge had not changed Mr. Under- the first movement had been an in- been featured In the eisrly displays when we haven't the space for It— lovely one with an
ample square top delicacies, or individual servings is *
wood’s feeling toward the man who voluntary one.
But her husband’s has a pleat or a group of pleats on merely the need every so often? It’s
simple aff-ir of metal. It consists of
had given Lillian a wonderful de- eyes had been carefully averted from the side brim, in some cases In the another case of wanting to eat your
a
nickel frame
Into which
three
votion in the years of his own ex- her. and I knew he had not seen the back. There is something else In the cake and have it. too. but the Inmetal trays can be fitted along variImof
of
hat
that
is
furniture
today
mushroom
designers
little
special
movement.
placatory
genious
patriation.
ous heights.
Carried, it may contain
But I had seen her eyes, and as the portance.
It is the shallow crown are providing a quite satisfactory
There had been too many years of i
quite a number of delicacies—sandcallous neglect upon the hushand s door closed behind him. I took her by that gives the brim the appearance answer—collapsible furniture!
A dainty surprise for the tea hour wiches,
randies, cookies, etc. When
Chairs to begin with. Even though
part, of bitter resentment upon the the arm and marched her into the of being lifted off the face, yet lends
Is
the ambition of every hostess. She not in use. it is easy to take apart
the
he
small,
wife's, to make shock perfect their nearest room, th» library, and put that definite protection of the brim the apartment may
and
so
flat that it slips into a
reunion, even though Harry Under- her into an easy chair.
which is pleasantly flattering.
hospitable owners who like big may achieve it by a spicy little trick.
shallow drawer.
wood had royally expiated that neg->oi a toward, let:
Three cloves clipped Into the teapot
Modern cellarettes are also of the
“Shut your eyes and pull yourself
lect in the government work, which
with the tea leaves before the boiling
collapsible variety, though they may
nearly cost him the life which he had together.” I commanded.
“Would
water is poured In will lend a flavor
be very elaborate when laid out for
laid at her fee? with the plea. “Will you like to have me oversee Jim's
that Is as delicious as It Is different.
Not in use. one of
complete action.
That both were now opening of that box?”
it do, Lil?”
•
•
•
these looks like a small and very
real lovers. 1
She looked up at me gratefully.
knew, but I *1*0
The hot and cold dip for glassware ordinary serving tray on wheels, ex
“If you only would.” she breathed,
guessed Harry Underwood's Jealousy
GRACE THORNCUFFE
Is a healthy way of eliminating cept that Instead of open trays the
born of that belated love, and I then. a9 I nodded, she gripped my
elbow exercise for the housewife. space under the top surface is filled
feared the reaction which Lillian's hand and threw up her head.
She Describes a ft'eic Pair of Pajamas.
Dip the glasses in as hot water as with deep drawers
"No."
memories—might
she
“I’m
pride—and
present
said, explosively.
can bear without reaching the
they
When open, however, the top surto any exhibition of resentment upon not quite a coward yet.
had the most adorable pair'
But this is
breaking point, then run them under face can be spread In four directions,
so unexpected that it has unnerved
of lounging pajamas since
her busKnnd's part.
the cold water tap and turn them whereon beverages may be mixed
Christmas and last week-end
I thought that chapter was
My memories and fears had cov- me.
down in a wire drier.
Then forget and served. The space below, a deep
#r<'d a dozen years—and more—of closed—forever.
was the very fist chance I had
What do you supthem.
Within a short time they’ll drawer, discloses rows of ingredients,
We read so much
to wear them.
life, yet there was but the space of a pose Robert means by this?"
be ready for the trip to the cupboard all within convenient rea. h
Also,
I hesitated, then put a direct ques- about pajamas and tea-gowns being
•econd or two between my taking of
a
with
brightness that will be on one side, is a porcelain lined
the express rereipt into my hand, tion.
worn by the hostess for Informal enastounding in view of the glass drawer to contain cigars and cigarand Lillian's reaching out for It.
“Doe* Robert know that you and tertaining. and. of course. Helene
towel's obvious neglect.
ettes.
to
them
I
are
and
Refusal.
are
reconciled?"
always selling
Harry’s
Harry
But
a
“Let me see it. Madge.” she said
“I don't know.” she said, after a women
for that purpose.
quietly, and there was no change troubled little pause.
"Everything working girl has so little chanca for
whatever in her fare as she read It was finally settled between us when entertaining of this sort.
When she had finished, she looked he went to Europe the last time.
However. I came home from the
Robert understood at last—after a shop with a cold on Saturday.
Inover at her hushand.
“Will you sec that the box is great deal of difficulty—that I never stead of going out with Billy as we
ANNIE LAURIE
•poned. please. Harry?” She made meant to see him again or write to ; had planned. Helene suggested that I
the request as casually as though him.
It was terribly—hard—for me call up some friends and have them
anxie laurie:
►likes and dislikes are entirely indithe big case had indeed contained —how hard nobody will ever know— come over to play bridge.
And then.
vidual. 4. Jealousy is not always n
I am In my early teens ar.d
tho green-* of which T had talked
but his own attitude toward mv Just as I decided what to wear.
sign of love: it is very often a sign
I am a blonde with blue eyes.
I
But—was it my imagination, or was work—and Marion-Mhough he loved Helene came out with the brilliant
of vanity and wounded pride.
G
have been In love with a boy over
there the faintest note of tolerance her dearly—made it impossible for Idea that I dazzle the company with
Long dresses are in style, but shorter
two years, but he hardly talks to
as for a spoiled child s vagaries, in me to take any other course.”
my new pajamas.
dresses are more comfortable for
me, and It seems other boys don’t
that quiet voice?
There were little beads of water
And dazzled they were! I think all
walking and business activities. 6
like me. How can I win this boy's
her
Whether 1 was right or not. some- upon
forehead
and
now,
I the girls will bo coming in to the
A girl of fourteen should have dates
love and make other boys like me?
thing in her tone or suggestion realized that though she no longer i shop this week in search of a suit as
only with her girl friends and bet
1. If a boy never asks you for a
In fact, something tells
patently flicked her husband upon cared for Robert Savarln. the attractive
home lessons.
date does he like you?
memory of that torturing conflict me that there is going to be a lot of
a
2.
When
breaks
a
date
boy
still had power to shake her.
I put informal entertaining by everyona
annie lauiue:
with you what should you tell
down my hand and grasped hers we know.
I
am
nineteen years old and
him?
Well. Madame really has some defirmly.
this Summer while on my vacation
3. Do boys Uks blonds hair and
“No good going over it." I said.
lightful pajamas. Mine came from
I met a very nice boy two years
blue eyes?
She gripped my hand until I the shop and are really lovely. It's an
For
11.
4. When a boy la Jealous of a
I have been corre*
my senior.
winced.
ensemble made of narrow bands of
sponding with him until a month
girl does he love her?
“I know that.” she said, “but I've crepe de chine In green, turquoise
By GENEVIEVE KEMBLE.
6. Are long dresses In style?
ago. when he just didn't answer
got to get this straightened out in Hue. red and brown.
The bands
C.
How
dates
should
a girl
Should 1 write to him
sidereal operations for this ; my own mind.
many
my letter.
I've never written widen at the bottom In such a way
and ask him what is wrong, or
have a week?
day point to several perplex- to Robert anything about—Harry— as to create a flare at the bottom of
sfrhat should I do?
BARE ANT) HON.
ing situations calling for and—me—for I didn't think it wise. the coat, trousers and sleeves.
AND
HON:
PATIENTLY WAITING.
There
Is
no
rule
Be cau- But I heard that he had returned to
clever manipulation.
I'm crazy about the new styles in
WAITING: Drop him
tious In signing all writings and con- his home in the Catskills, and. of all lingerie
to
be
followed
Since
the
to
the
Ingain
anyway.
Do not speculate, and be on course, he may have heard
tracts.
a
little
note telling him
of it troduction of the new silhouette,
friendly
friendship of the opposite sex. Just
guard against surprise in personal through a dozen sources.”
has
become
be your own natural self, sympa- that you are worried by his silence
lingerie
delightfully
matters.
"Do
think—”
I put the
you
femlnire.
The lines of the new
thetic, pleasant, and there will soon that you hope it Is not caused h-.
Those whose birthday it Is may I question hesitantly, hut I felt that it undies and the new
II
be somebody worth while who will illness of himself or his family
lounging coshave a successful year through their was one which I ought to ask—“that tumes a-e curved and fitted
Just as
appreciate you. If a young man does he does not reply to your letter I on
own
wisdom, precaution and good his mind may have given way again, the lines of the new- frocks are.
not ask a girl to go out with him afraid he Is not only a poor corre
Some and that this may be-”
management In all affairs.
The flrpper s day has certainly
with Narrow I think there Is definite evidence that spondent. but has lost interest tr
Designed
They’re
but
critical
many
good prospects
I did not finish, for she had risen been relegated to the background.
2. If a this particular exchange of letters
he does not care for her.
situations
Sign all documents rare with a little cry. her face ashen, and It's difficult to be flip and cov In the Bands of Colored Crepe de Chine. young man breaks an appointment It Is much better to face these thlrgi
A child born
fully, thun all risks.
putting me aside, rushed toward the ♦ long frocka with their fitted lines
tertainlng clad In the new lounging with a young lady there is nothing squarely than to spend time thinkim
on this day mav have many singular box and
began to tug it toward the that are so representative of dignity paiamas Even though they. too. are she should say. The explanation 1* up excuses for other people inex
It should lie door.
and superficial traits.
poise.
indicative of the new mode, they do all that Is to be said, and that should I cusable behavior, for not to answei
given a solid education In sterling
(Continued Tomorrow)
Perhaps that's why It’s such a kick allow you a greater feeling of free- come from the young man promptly. a personal letter is the acme of rude
OorrrUti’-.
15*53.
F»mu*
lac.
I
N«ctptp«r
Bertie*.
Qualities.
these days to do your Informal enI 3. There Is no set preference; such i ness.
dom.

Reawakening

not

ered both sides
for some years

•
•
•
structure the like of which you cannot find the
DR COPLuANQ
world over.
E. H. G.
Bend, twist, turn it, and the foot
Q.—What should a
woman aged (0. 6 ft. 7 Inches tail,
moves smoothly.
It is flexible and strong.
inere are twenty-six bones there, connected by more than four weigh?
2.—What causes swelling of the
times that number of ligaments.
There are endless muscles that

tilay over one another in perfect harmony This complicated mass of
Ybone.*, ligaments, muscles, nerves and blood vessels is marvelously

mas-

is

I
p r a i s e it.
have consid-

_

•

j
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A.—Do not advise It.
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ethereal lightness to the musical rhythm of the
D. L. C.
Q.—What can I do for
orchestra! Training of the feet has made this
enlarged pores?
possible.
Why not get acquainted with your foot?
A.—Apply hot and cold compresses,
Take a good look at it and learn to appreciate it! alternately, for ten minutes, both
you seen

feet of
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for certAin foods may !
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the body. At any rate If the craving
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ail right to gratify it.
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other aches, and lowerheeled shoes will probably be Indicated.
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be healthy.
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